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6-8 Grade Ideas

These ideas for the Junior High Level Grades should be more detailed, refrain from using student faces or handprints. The items that sell well are the less personal, more artistic items. These are examples found on Pinterest or online.

Artwork using beads/necklaces on canvas

Planter Bench with painting can be handprints or art
6-8 Grade Ideas

Mosaic fountain/bird bath using tiles/beads and creating it into a design

Mirror framed with tiles or metal squares with designs hammered or imprinted on them
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This is a chess set with the faces of the students on the board but could easily be replaced with words or symbols in Chinese or English.

A quilt or mosaic piece using quilted pieces or tiles (this really can be done even as a painting on a canvas)
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Mosaic tile table (this can be done with tiles/gems/or even rocks)